KryptoVpn
The anonymous and not interceptable Internet connection service
KryptoVpn allows you to:

PREVIEW
Broadband connection data is recorded

- maintain TOTAL ANONYMITY in Internet connec-

and stored for legal reasons for at least

tions;

five years by the Internet Service Pro-

- avoid the interception of ALL Internet communi-

viders. The stored data can be used by

cation (not only web surfing);

government authorities, but most of the

- use peer-to-peer programs without the risk of be-ing

times it is used by private investigation
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companies, by illegal economic and in-

- access any website without any tracking, inter-

dustrial spies that are most probably your

ception or filter
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- use applications that would not be accessible (i.e.

Internet
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and

passwords to web sites, chat contents can

THE SOLUTION

- have a second virtual firewall able to protect your computer.

be easily intercepted and taken directly from

KryptoVpn allows you to navigate and communicate with

the technical infrastructure of your Internet

any other Internet application such as email, chat, peer-to-

Service Provider.

peer, FTP, newsgroups in a COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS

Some Nations check in advance every

way and enables you to NOT be intercepted by any Internet

- No traffic limit.

Web access, blocking certain websites,

Service Provider.

- Instant activation if you pay by credit card.

preventing the use of free communi-

KryptoVpn encrypts ALL your Internet Communication

cation tools, like Skype and legally prose-

using the highest level of encryption available today, with

In order to activate anonymous KryptoVpn a common

cute those who use peer-to-peer programs

RSA 2048 bit asymmetric key certificate and AES 256 bit

broadband connection should be already active.

even if they are being used legally".

symmetric encryption.

Surfing the web without an active VPN
allows third parties to view personal information and above all have access to
all your identity on the Web (IP ad-dress)
The Ip address can be used to find you
through the registration logs that you leave
when you access a server or it can be used
to intercept your passwords, your e-mails,
the website contents that you visualize. If
you

use

"peer-to-peer"

pro-grams

and

download illegal contents by mistake, you
may end up in trouble without having
voluntarily done anything, just by leaving
trace of your IP address.

You can also have:
- Maximum communication speed;

HOW IT WORKS
KryptoVpn will automatically connect you to our servers using
an encrypted AES 256 bit line.
The KryptoVpn server keeps YOUR REAL IP ADDRESS
SECURE and will allow you to connect and communicate
externally on the web with a totally different Kryptotel IP
address.

KryptoVpn is a Kryptotel’ service.
Designed to meet the needs of Internet connection’s
privacy and anonymity, it adapts to Kryptotel’s brand
concept: the creation of a technical infrastructure able to
provide security solutions and data protection in the
digital era.

No relationship is kept between your cipher connection and the
IP address that you use to communicate with the outside world.
KryptoVpn servers are located in all 5 continents and in
many different countries. Every time a connection is made
the server changes, providing you with even more security.

Kryptotel is available to provide "full discovery" of technical infrastructure’s sources and operational methodology, for all that customers who wish to have the
reability of solution certified.

(Optionally you can keep the same IP address if you wish). The
AES 256 bit symmetric key exchange is made by using RSA
2048 bit and for more security a personal RSA is assigned
instead of a common login and password. Only the best in
security!

www.kr yptotel.net

The KryptoVpn also provides you with an additional virtual
firewall to protect your computer.

En cr y pti on Sol ut io ns
No traffic limit with KryptoVpn!

